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of the most consequential and secret projects of
World War II. Known as the Manhattan Project, the
undertaking involved scientific and engineering efforts at approximately 30 sites across the United States
and Canada. Three of those sites stand out not only because much of the most critical work of the Manhattan Project was performed there but also because the
three cities at those sites—which featured a collective
population of more than 125,000 people by the end
of the war—did not really exist at the start of the war.
Constructed essentially from scratch, the so-called secret cities of Oak Ridge, Tennessee; Los Alamos, New
Mexico; and the Hanford/Richland area of Washington State were carefully guarded military secrets during the war—secrets so well protected that these cities were
not listed on contemporary maps, even for years following the
war. Fences and armed guards controlled access to and from
most of the sites, many of their most important residents lived
under code names and worked in locations and buildings designated by such monikers as Site Y and X-10, and critical information about the sites was withheld even from the architects and engineers expected to design their streets, buildings,
and other facilities.
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he development of the atomic bomb was one
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The development of the first atomic bombs
during World War II required the design
and construction of three “secret cities” at
which the work could be completed. Currently
commemorated in an exhibition at the
National Building Museum in Washington,
D.C., the three cities arose in Oak Ridge,
Tennessee; Los Alamos, New Mexico; and
the Hanford/Richland area of Washington
State. The exhibition highlights how these
sites—which did not appear on the maps of
their day—reflected cutting-edge ideas about
design, engineering, and planning and
ultimately became important proving grounds
for large-scale developments in the postwar
world. . . . . B y R obert L. R eid

At the National Building Mu- The gaseous diffusion processes at Oak Ridge’s beyond just the development of
K-25 plant in Tennessee were carefully moniseum (NBM) in Washington, D.C.,
the powerful new weapons that detored from a control panel room, above. Billthe design and construction of the
stroyed the Japanese cities of Hirothree sites is being commemorated boards, below, reminded Oak Ridge employees shima and Nagasaki. According to
to keep the work of their secret city secret.
through an exhibition titled, “Sethe exhibition website, “these cities
cret Cities: The Architecture and
reflected cutting-edge ideas about
Planning of the Manhattan Project,” which opened
town planning, mass housing, civil and mechanical
in May 2018 and runs through July 28, 2019.
engineering, and modular construction. They beG. Martin Moeller Jr., the senior NBM curator
came important proving grounds for the largewho spearheaded the exhibition, explains a key
scale suburban development that would dramatitheme of the show: “Regardless of the ethics
cally alter the physical and cultural landscape of
or the strategic necessity of dropping the
the nation in the post-war era.”
atomic bombs on Japan, there’s
For the architecture, engino doubt this was a great scineering, and construction
entific achievement. But what
industry, the emergence of
we’re arguing is that the scilarge, multidisciplinary
entific achievement might
firms in the postwar world
not have been as successful
was a key legacy of the Manhad it not been for pretty sighattan Project, helping prenificant achievements in arpare such firms to “tackle
chitecture, engineering,
projects of a whole new
and planning.”
scale and complexity,”
Moreover, the influence
notes Moeller. He specifiof the secret cities extended
cally points to the firms
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Although the overall Manhattan Project was led by the Corps,
numerous architecture, engineering, and construction firms, among
other private contractors, were essential to the project’s success.

A steep, curving road, above, led to the isolated mesa on which the Los
Alamos, New Mexico, site was situated. The Manhattan Project encompassed
approximately 30 sites in the United States and Canada, below.
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that worked directly on the facilities
for the Manhattan Project—Skidmore, Owings & Merrill LLP (SOM),
for example—as well as the firms that
either helped expand the sites during
the Cold War or participated in the
environmental cleanup once the sites
were no longer needed, including
AECOM, Bechtel, HDR, CH2M Hill
(now part of Jacobs), and URS (now
part of AECOM).
The Manhattan Project originated
from a letter that the noted physicist Albert Einstein sent to President Franklin D. Roosevelt in August 1939—just before the start of
World War II in Europe. Prompted
by other physicists, Einstein essentially warned Roosevelt that Nazi Germany might be working to develop
an atomic bomb and urged the president to launch a similar effort in the
United States. A copy of the letter is
featured in the NBM exhibition.
After the United States entered the
war in December 1941, Roosevelt did
indeed move forward with an atomic weapons program that was code-

named the Manhattan Project after the U.S. Army Corps of Other Manhattan Project sites generally involved preexisting
Engineers’ recently formed Manhattan Engineer District. In or expanded facilities at major universities, various research
September 1942, Leslie R. Groves, a colonel in the Corps, centers, and Army sites, for example.
who had recently overseen the construction of the Pentagon
Each of the three secret cities was involved in different asbuilding in Arlington, Virginia, was placed in charge of the pects of the Manhattan Project—Oak Ridge was primarily
Manhattan Project and promoted to brigadier general. J. tasked with the enrichment of the uranium used in the bomb
Robert Oppenheimer, Ph.D., a physicist at the University of that was dropped on Hiroshima; Hanford/Richland focused
California, Berkeley, worked closely with Groves on the early on the production of plutonium for the bomb dropped on
plans for the Manhattan ProjNagasaki; and Los Alamos was
ect, helped select the Los Alathe weapons laboratory where
mos site, and then led the scithe bombs themselves were deentific team there.
veloped, Moeller explains. AlDuring the same month
though the overall Manhattan
that Groves took charge of the
Project was led by the Corps,
Manhattan Project, the Corps
numerous architecture, enbegan acquiring land in Tengineering, and construction
nessee for the site that would
firms, among other private
eventually be known as Oak
contractors, were essential to
Ridge (it was originally called
the project’s success. Bostonthe Clinton Engineer Works,
based Stone and Webster Enafter a nearby town; the name
gineering Corp. was initially
Oak Ridge was adopted later).
hired as the architect-engineerBy late November 1942, the
manager of both the scientifproject was acquiring land in
ic facilities at Oak Ridge and
New Mexico for the Los Alathe town in which many of the
mos facility, and the acquisition
scientists, engineers, and othof land in the state of Washinger workers would live during
ton for the Hanford/Richland
the project. Soon, though, it
site followed in February 1943
became obvious to the Corps
(Hanford was to be the site
that Stone and Webster did not
of the scientific facilities, and
have enough design personnel
nearby Richland would be the
to handle both facets of the
accompanying residential area).
project in Tennessee, according
The time line of land acquisition highlights Access to most Manhattan to Manhattan: The Army and the Atomic Bomb,
the speed at which the Manhattan Project Project sites was controlled by Vincent C. Jones (Washington, D.C.: U.S.
progressed, given that the world’s first atom- by fences and checkpoints. Army Center of Military History, 1985). Inic bomb was tested at the Trinity site in New
stead, Stone and Webster continued with the
Mexico in July 1945—less than three years after the program scientific facilities and other work, while Chicago-based SOM
was brought on to design the Oak Ridge residential commugot under way.
Although a map in the NBM exhibition indicates the lo- nity. For some of the homes at Oak Ridge, SOM worked with
cations of multiple sites that participated in the work of the the John B. Pierce Foundation, of New York City, which had
Manhattan Project, Moeller chose to focus on the secret cities experience in prefabricated housing, especially involving an
of Oak Ridge, Los Alamos, and Hanford/Richland not only asbestos and cement product known as cemesto.
because of the key roles each played in the development of the
At Hanford/Richland, Stone and Webster had done some
atomic bomb but also because “these communities were built early work on the site, but the Corps ultimately selected E.I.
from scratch, practically overnight,” he explains. And while du Pont de Nemours and Company (DuPont), of Wilmingthere had been other planned communities in the United ton, Delaware, to lead the design, engineering, and operation
States with prefabricated buildings, the Manhattan Project of the plutonium production plant and related facilities. This
teams “were applying some of these new ideas at a scale and was, in large part, because of DuPont’s “long-established pracwith a speed that was truly unprecedented,” Moeller notes. tice of building its own plants,” according to Manhattan: The
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The three secret cities shared certain key attributes that
made them attractive for the Manhattan Project’s needs.
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Army and the Atomic Bomb. “Hence [DuPont] had the resources for the residential community, the Corps eventually selected
and experience necessary to carry out all aspects of the pluto- Willard C. Kruger and Assoc., of Santa Fe, New Mexico, as
nium production plant, an advantage from the standpoint of the project’s architect-engineer, and the M.M. Sundt Co., of
both security and speed of getting into production.”
Tucson, Arizona, and Robert E. McKee, of El Paso, Texas, as
While DuPont’s own design and engineering staff focused leading subcontractors.
on the scientific facilities at the Hanford site, as well as the
Although the three secret cities were located in vastly difHanford Construction Camp—which, as the name implies, ferent parts of the country, separated from one another geowas for the workers constructing those facilities—DuPont graphically by distances of more than a thousand miles, each
turned to various other contractors for other aspects of the site shared certain key attributes that made it attractive for
project. Most notably, the firm selected G.A.
the Manhattan Project’s needs.
When completed, the
Pehrson, of Spokane, Washington, as the archiFirst, each location was fairly remote and
K-25 gaseous diffutect-engineer for the residential community in
featured a relatively small local population—
sion plant at Oak Ridge
Richland.
although relatively small did not mean comStone and Webster had also prepared pre- was the world’s largest pletely unpopulated, Moeller notes. At each
liminary designs for the Los Alamos site. But building under one roof. site, people whose families might have lived

there for generations were displaced. This
included farmers at Oak Ridge, landowners as well as members of the Native
American Wanapum tribe at Hanford/
Richland, and those associated with a
boys’ ranch school that had been based at
Los Alamos for a quarter century.
At Hanford/Richland, local residents
were given only 30 to 90 days to vacate
their properties and were offered what
they considered inadequate compensation, which caused many of them to sue
the Army. Col. Franklin T. Matthias,
M.ASCE, a civil engineer with the Corps
who directed the construction work at
the Hanford/Richland site, quickly settled many of these complaints out of
court “to save time, time being a more
important commodity than money to
the Manhattan Project,” according to the
website of the Atomic Heritage Foundation, a nonprofit organization based in
Washington, D.C., that works to preserve and interpret the Manhattan Project and the legacy of the Atomic Age.
While the three sites were remote
and isolated—which made them easier
to guard—each location was also “somewhat close to, but not too close to, existing population and transportation centers,” especially railroad lines that could
help bring people and material to the
sites, Moeller explains. Oak Ridge was
about 25 mi west of Knoxville, Tennessee; Hanford was approximately 20 mi
northwest of Pasco, Washington, alThe Hanford/Richland
how the site was selected. Ray Smith, the histhough the Richland site was much closer;
and Los Alamos was slightly more than 30 mi site in Washington State torian for the city of Oak Ridge—who also
was selected, in part,
served as a member of the Tennessee Historical
northwest of Santa Fe. During the war, espebecause
of its proximity Commission and a board member of the Atomcially with gasoline rationing, such distances
were enough to keep the sites accessible while to the Columbia River. ic Heritage Foundation—tells the story of a
meeting between Roosevelt and Sen. Kenneth
also making them “far enough to be a little bit
McKellar, the Tennessee Democrat who was a powerful
apart,” Moeller explains.
The natural topography of each site also contributed to its member of the Senate Appropriations Committee at the
utility for the Manhattan Project work. At Oak Ridge, for in- time. This meeting was presumably held before the selection
stance, the Corps did not know which of several possible pro- of the Manhattan Project sites. During it, the president told
cesses would yield enough nuclear material for the bombs, so McKellar that he needed to spend a large amount of money
“they decided to pursue multiple techniques simultaneous- for the war effort but that he couldn’t let the press or anyone
ly and to build separate facilities for each of them,” explains know how much money or how the money would be used.
the text accompanying the NBM exhibition. Oak Ridge was McKellar didn’t seem bothered by any of that, Smith says.
ideally suited to this plan because the site featured a series of “His only question was: ‘Where in Tennessee are you going
roughly parallel ridges and valleys. “By siting the various facil- to put this thing?’”
ities in separate valleys, the [Corps] hoped to minimize damThe Los Alamos facilities were constructed on a towering
age in the event of an explosion or leak at a specific facility,” plateau formed by the remnants of an ancient volcano. The
the NBM text explains. Moreover, the ridges would also make plateau featured a series of mesas and steep canyons, the mesas
it more difficult for enemy bombers to attack all the facili- extending out from a mountain like fingers several miles long
ties at the same time—a threat that Groves believed possible. and just under a mile across in places, notes Heather McCleOf course, there is also a more political explanation for nahan, the executive director of the Los Alamos Historical
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Society. A single road up to the site of the former ranch
school—from which several buildings were used by the Manhattan Project team—made the site easy to protect but difficult to reach. The unpaved road had no guardrails and the
potential for a roughly 1,000 ft drop down a sheer cliff, says
McClenahan.
One hairpin turn was so sharp “they kept a bulldozer at
the corner so whenever [a large truck] came up the hill, they’d
have to lift the back end of the truck with the bulldozer to
get it around that curve!” McClenahan says. And those were
the conditions after the road had been improved by the Corps,
she adds. The original hairpin turn had been even worse, and
there had been several such dangerous turns.
At Hanford/Richland, the requirements of the plutonium production process as well as the “possible dangers accompanying the handling of large quantities of radioactive
materials” led the Army to seek a large, flat production site
that measured 12 by 16 mi, with access to a water supply of
at least 25,000 gal per minute as a coolant and an electrical
power capacity of at least 100,000 kW, according to Book IV,
Volume 3 of Manhattan District History, the Corps’s official record of the atomic bomb project, which was commissioned
by Groves and edited by Gavin Hadden, a civilian employee
of the Corps. A copy of the 8-book, 36-volume document,
dating from 1948, is available online at the website of the
U.S. Department of Energy’s Office of History and Heritage
Resources.
Located in an arid, desert-like setting, Hanford met the
Corps’s requirements in part because the site was “relatively level,” bordered the Columbia River, and lay roughly between two massive hydroelectric power-generating projects,
the Grand Coulee and Bonneville Dams, explained the Manhattan District History. Likewise, the proximity of Oak Ridge
to several hydroelectric dams of the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) project was also critical to that site’s selection. But
even these existing power sources did not prove adequate for
the Manhattan Project’s electricity needs, so additional TVA
dams were constructed during the war specifically to keep the
power flowing at Oak Ridge, notes Smith.
One aspect of the Oak Ridge site in particular, the K-25
gaseous diffusion plant—in which uranium was converted
from a solid state into a gaseous one to be enriched—required
a completely uninterruptible power source. The diffusion
process relied on a “vast system of motor-driven pumps and
blowers,” and many of the Manhattan Project’s leaders worried that if the plant shut down for “as much as a fraction of a
second,” it could take weeks or even months to return to full
production, according to Manhattan: The Army and the Atomic Bomb. Although these fears later proved to be exaggerated,
the proposed solution involved the design of an on-site power
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plant with multiple turbogenerators capable of producing
238,000 kW of power. But even this amount of electrical energy was ultimately insufficient, so the on-site power plant
had to be expanded.
In the NBM exhibition is a photograph of the K-25 electrical switch yard, which displays a vast vista of electrical towers and wires. Although it was clear that the gaseous diffusion process would require enormous amounts of power, no
one knew initially what the exact voltage or other specifications would be. So Groves constructed an electrical yard for
the K-25 plant that could accommodate any of five different
electrical frequencies, Moeller explains.
At Los Alamos, the scientific facilities involved mostly
small buildings—certain critical experiments with plutonium were actually performed inside a preexisting log cabin,
notes McClenahan. But the scientific buildings at Oak Ridge
and Hanford featured massive structures. The K-25 building, for instance, was U-shaped in plan and roughly 1 mi
long from one end of the U to the other. It covered 44 acres—
making it larger than the Pentagon and reportedly the largest
building in the world under one roof at that time, says Smith.
Designed and engineered by the M.W. Kellogg Co., of
Jersey City, New Jersey—through a separate corporate entity
known as the Kellex Corp. for security purposes—the K-25
building was constructed by the J.A. Jones Construction Co.,
of Charlotte, North Carolina, and Ford, Bacon, and Davis, of
Baton Rouge, Louisiana.
The great weight of the building “made exceptionally
stable foundations necessary,” which normally would have required “thousands of concrete columns of different lengths”
to reach bedrock, explained Manhattan: The Army and the
Atomic Bomb. To save time, however, “Kellex used the then
novel method of compacted fill,” putting down earth in 6 in.
layers, carefully monitoring for moisture and soil mixture in
a field laboratory, and compressing the fill with sheepsfoot
rollers, noted Manhattan: The Army and the Atomic Bomb. As
soon as the foundations had hardened, the book added, construction crews moved in with gooseneck cranes—which the
foundations had been designed to accommodate—to begin
lifting the structural steel frames for the building.
Another critical and challenging structure at Oak Ridge
was the X-10 graphite reactor, the world’s first nuclear reactor designed for continuous operation. A pilot plant designed
by DuPont, the facility was intended to produce plutonium
at Oak Ridge as the proof of concept for the much larger plutonium facilities planned for the Hanford site. Shielded by
concrete walls 7 ft thick, the air-cooled X-10 featured hundreds of graphite bars that formed a block measuring 24 ft
per side, weighing an estimated 1,500 tons. During the excavation of the X-10 site, work crews “unexpectedly struck a
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A single road up to the site of the former ranch school—
from which several buildings were used by the Manhattan Project
team—made the site easy to protect but difficult to reach.

large bed of soft clay, necessitating installation
Hanford’s B Reactor
iron blocks, and a 50 in. thick secondary shield
was the world’s first
of much more foundation work than had been
made from alternating layers of steel and Maanticipated,” explained Manhattan: The Army large-scale plutonium sonite hardboard, the B Reactor was enclosed
and the Atomic Bomb. Nonetheless, the work was production reactor and within an outer steel shell and supported on a
the first of three such
completed in less than 10 months.
10 in. thick cast-iron base above a 23 ft thick
reactors constructed
The success of the X-10 reactor in Oak
concrete footing. It was cooled by purified waduring World War II.
Ridge was repeated at Hanford on an industrial
ter from the Columbia River, supplied via a
scale via the so-called B Reactor, the world’s first
new pump house and water treatment facililarge-scale plutonium production reactor and the first of three ties, as well as backup systems. In 1993, the B Reactor was
such reactors to be completed at the site during World War II designated by ASCE as a National Historic Civil Engineering
(see “Secret Weapon: The Hanford B Reactor,” Civil Engi- Landmark, and in 2008 the U.S. National Park Service desneering, November 2015, pages 40–43). For safety reasons, ignated it as a National Historic Landmark.
Engineers and construction teams worked together closely
the three reactors were separated from all other Hanford
on the Hanford facilities because “we had only one chance” to
facilities by a distance of approximately 6 mi.
Shielded by 24 in. of graphite, a 10 in. thick layer of cast- get it done correctly, explained Gilbert P. Church, a DuPont
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I f a reactor, after it started up, became
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civil engineer who helped select the Hanford site and then these rectangular concrete structures measured 800 ft long
served as DuPont’s project manager there starting in 1943. by 80 ft tall and 65 ft wide—incorporating enough concrete
Church was interviewed about his Manhattan Project work to construct a highway across the United States and back,
in 1965; that interview is now part of the Voices of the Man- explains David Harvey, who has long helped document the
hattan Project oral histories collection, which is a joint proj- Manhattan Project facilities in Hanford. The glacial sediect by the Atomic Heritage Foundation and the Los Alamos ment at the site provided abundant sand and aggregate for
Historical Society. “It had to be right the first time,” Church such large concrete structures, Harvey explained in History of
noted, “because this was not like an automobile, which if it the Hanford Site: 1943–1990, a technical report he wrote in
does not work you can take it apart and fix it. If a reactor, af- 2000 for the U.S. Department of Energy’s Pacific Northwest
ter it started up, became poisoned with radioacNational Laboratory. In addition to running his
tivity and was inoperative, it was lost and it just The M.M. Sundt Co. own firm, Northwest Cultural Resources Serdesigned apartment
would not work.”
vices, Harvey is also affiliated with the Austracomplexes at Los
Hanford also featured a series of enormous,
lian engineering firm Cardno, serving as a senior
canyon-like buildings in which plutonium was Alamos where, like at architectural historian.
chemically separated from enriched uranium. all the secret cities,
Each of the Queen Mary buildings featured
Dubbed the “Queen Marys” because their form demand for housing a line of 40 process cells, each measuring 13 ft
grew constantly.
reminded workers of the famous ocean liner,
wide and covered by a 35-ton lid that had to be

SUNDT CONSTRUCTION CO.

poisoned with radioactivity and was inoperative,
it was lost and it just would not work.

carefully fitted to prevent radiation leaks, ac- Prefabricated houses were “the leadership of the Manhattan Project, espeused extensively in Oak
cording to Management of the Hanford Engineer
cially the scientific leadership, believed that in
Ridge.
The planners of the
Works in World War II: How the Corps, DuPont
order for the scientists and engineers and others
and the Metallurgical Laboratory Fast Tracked secret cities worked hard to to do their work as effectively as possible, they
the Original Plutonium Works, by Harry Thayer leave existing trees in place. needed to live comfortably—not lavishly, but
(New York City: ASCE Press, 1996).
comfortably,” says Moeller.
The term “secret cities” was doubly appropriate for Oak
This resulted in “pleasant communities ... single-family
Ridge, Hanford/Richland, and Los Alamos because the fact houses for people, with nice yards,” Moeller says. Moreover,
that each site was a top-secret facility also required each loca- the planners of the secret cities worked hard to preserve the
tion to be essentially its own, self-sufficient city for the people natural landscapes, leave the existing trees in place, site the
who lived and worked there and who in many cases brought houses to maximize solar exposure or just optimize the views.
their families with them. “Village” was the term used dur- At Oak Ridge and Richland, SOM and Pehrson each deing the Manhattan Project, and it encompassed housing, of signed a series of single-family homes designated by letters—
course, but also other amenities because the people who lived A, B, C, and so forth. The SOM and Pehrson houses differed
in the secret cities would not be coming and going easily in design even if the letter designation was the same. These
from these remote, carefully guarded locations. “So they had alphabet houses, some at Oak Ridge made of cemesto, also
to have everything they needed—schools, shopping centers, varied in size and floor plan and were allocated on the basis of
status and family size, Moeller says.
entertainment, everything,” Moeller explains.
Prefabricated houses were also used extensively, with “some
Although Groves had at one time considered drafting the
Manhattan Project scientists into the U.S. Army for the sake sections delivered with curtains and furniture already in place,”
of security, that idea “aroused strong opposition,” according to Moeller notes. And while some people did have to live in dorManhattan: The Army and the Atomic Bomb. Instead, other Man- mitory-style buildings—especially the unmarried scientists—
hattan Project leaders recognized that their secret cities were be- even those “were quite nice” for wartime construction, with
ing populated by some of the top scientists in the country—and fireplaces and pleasant community rooms, Moeller says.
Not everyone enjoyed such amenities, though. Racial seginternationally, as British and other European scientists who had
fled Germany or German-occupied countries would eventually regation was also a component of the secret cities, generally
work on the bomb program. Thus, despite wartime restrictions relegating African American employees to substandard housand shortages and the fact that most people expected the secret ing that consisted of little more than plywood box structures
cities to be temporary rather than permanent communities, called “hutments,” notes Moeller. (Continued on Page 82)
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Designing Secret Cities
(Continued from Page 61) Latino employees were likewise segregated, he
adds. African Americans and Latinos
were not allowed to live in Richland and
were forced to live in Pasco, says Harvey.
No matter how many houses or
apartments or other facilities were
constructed, though, it never seemed
enough. The initial plans for Oak Ridge
had involved a population of roughly
13,000. That quickly grew to 44,000,
then 66,000, and finally 75,000, notes
Moeller. “At one point the alphabet
houses in Oak Ridge were being delivered at a rate of one every thirty minutes!” he explains.
So as the work proceeded, more apartments were constructed rather than
single-family homes, lower-quality materials were used, and plenty of people
lived in trailers. The Hanford Construction Camp at Hanford included
the largest trailer park in the world at
that time, adds Harvey.
The project’s secrecy and its drastically
accelerated schedule were other challenges for the designers. SOM’s involvement
in the project began with a visit to the
firm’s New York City office in December
1942 by two Corps officers dressed in civilian clothing who explained “that they
were in need of a town and how long did
[SOM] need to put one together?” noted
Nathaniel Owings, an SOM cofounder,
in his memoir, The Spaces in Between: An
Architect’s Journey, (Boston: Houghton
Mifflin Company, 1973). Later, Owings
and Louis Skidmore were at lunch and
happened to mention the name of someone involved with Oak Ridge. “That
afternoon,” Owings wrote, “we had a
visitation and were advised against mentioning any more names in public.”
Walter G. Metschke, a site planner
and civil engineer for SOM, had been assigned to the Oak Ridge housing project—though at first, he didn’t know
where the project was located. In his
memoir—available from the Art Institute of Chicago as part of the Chicago Architects Oral History Project—
Metschke recalled that all he had been
given to develop a site plan “was an aerial contour map with twenty-foot interval existing contour lines, trees and
soil borings indicating heavy rock for-

mation—not even a north point on press, notes Moeller. The NBM exhibithe contour map.” Because he worked tion’s text adds that this interest “grew
from New York City, Metschke final- over the ensuing years, as SOM continly decided it was “utterly futile to do ued to design new—and increasingdetailed planning for this project long ly innovative—projects for Oak Ridge
distance.” So he insisted on transfer- under the auspices of the Atomic Enring his operation to the site of the proj- ergy Commission,” which eventually
ect. But Metschke still did not know took over responsibilities for the three
where he was going until he was at the sites.
Moeller adds that the developers
train station and was given his ticket for
of various postwar planned commuKnoxville.
Even then, SOM had “positively no nities—including Levittown, New
notion as to why” it was being asked York; Reston, Virginia; and Columbia,
to construct a town in a rugged region Maryland—“specifically mentioned
of Tennessee, noted Metschke. It was a Oak Ridge as a partial model for their
question that would not be answered communities.”
until the first bomb had been dropped.
Although Moeller sees the developThe pace of the work was incred- ment of multidisciplinary design firms
ible. Metschke recalled working 12- as a key product of the Manhattan Projhour days, seven days a week. Owings ect, other factors also had an influence,
wrote about SOM survey teams stak- notes Nicholas Adams, Ph.D., professor
ing out roads, sewers, and waterlines— emeritus of architectural history at Vasand sometimes having to jump into sar College. World War II itself forced
the bushes along the proposed roads to architects and engineers to collaborate
avoid the bulldozers that were follow- on massive projects on behalf of the
ing immediately behind.
war effort, explains Adams, author of
Given the amount of work and the Skidmore, Owings & Merrill: SOM Since
speed at which that work had to be com- 1936 (New York and London: Phaidpleted, there were problems, of course. on Press, 2007). Large projects, such
Water shortages constantly plagued Los as Oak Ridge, also led to a new kind of
Alamos. In Oak Ridge, the “continuing modern statistical programming that
process of bulldozing began to resemble replaced the geometry of Beaux Arts
strip mining,” noted Peter B. Hales in planning, Adams adds.
The NBM exhibit concludes with
Atomic Spaces: Living on the Manhattan
Project (Urbana, Illinois, and Chicago: the overall legacy of the Manhattan
University of Illinois Press, 1997). “Ero- Project, from the continuing weapons
sion sent torrents of mud down from the work during the Cold War to the inridges toward the lowlands. Construc- fluences of the Atomic Age on popular
tion vehicles caused the overloaded, culture, to the establishment in 2015
underprepared roads to collapse.”
of the Manhattan Project National HisIn Hanford, crews just kept con- torical Park by the National Park Serstructing more of everything—more re- vice. Although many of the historical
actors, more chemical separation plants, buildings at the Hanford site have been
and a lot more housing, says Harvey. demolished, the park does include some
And although this problem wasn’t really facilities at all three secret cities. It is
recognized until after the war, the con- perhaps both ironic and appropriate,
tainment tanks constructed at Hanford however, that not all the remaining histo hold radioactive waste were inade- torical buildings at those sites are yet
quate and began to leak, leading to ex- open to the public. Even 75 years after
pensive and complicated enthe fact, whether because of
vironmental cleanup actions
radiation or other concerns,
that are still ongoing.
it seems some of the mysterIn the years that followed
ies of the secret cities are still
secret.
CE
the end of World War II, the
story of the secret cities—
Robert L. Reid is the senior editor
especially the Oak Ridge
and features manager of Civil
designs—captivated the arReid
Engineering.
chitectural and engineering
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